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FOREWORD

The WICHE program Improving Mental Health Services on Western
Campuses was designed to focus on the very complex human concerns
evolving from the current state of higher education. The program,
in its study of these problems, has convened task forces deliber-
ately comprised of representative members from the university com-
munity and from the larger community. The task force design was
used not only to facilitate an exchange of ideas, but also to ex-
plore applications of the community model as a means for resolv-
ing campus problems.

The first task force report describes changes occurring within
and beyond the campus that are forcing the higher education sys-
tem to become more flexible in its philosophy and operations.
Members of the first task force felt that the response of the
education system to its changing social context is crucial. In

their report, QuAiity ol6 Educational Li6e, Pnionitie.6 bon Today,
they warn that 'there are innumerable mismatches between the cam-
pus environment and structural organization and the needs and de-
sires of the campus members." They advise that the need for "peo-
ple and methods to map out the mismatches" receive a high-priority
status on campus "in order to build environments and structural
organizations that will have a better fit with student develop-
mental needs and the needs of faculty and staff."

To aid campus administrators in their response to the many changes
affecting them, the second task force report, Comuttation: A Pno-
cus dun Continuou In4tUutionat Renewme, discusses an institu-
tional audit process and consultation design model. Through the
medium of consultation, campus members assess campus conditions,
determine trends and needs, and design and evaluate policy and
program response. The consultative efforts rely heavily upon the
sensor function of campus members sought out to feed information
into the process. The task force members suggested that the con-
sultative design would attain maximum effectiveness if a specific
center on campus with research capabilities were developed. This

would mean that consultation and its sensory information function
could be better coordinated with institutional response and self-
renewal.

The third task force report, New Dezi.gnA: Pnevent Educationa Ca-
zuattim, Pnomote Educational Gnowth, focuses discussion upon the
monolithic nature of higher education's environment, student with-
drawal from the educational environment, and racism within the ed-
ucational environment. The task force members felt these condi-
tions cause such high levels of stress that wholly new approaches
are the best prevention and, therefore, they suggested several new
campus designs.

The Epidemiology, Campus Ecology, and Program Evaluation Task Force



began its work with a review of student stresses and incidence of
student problems. Of necessity, task force members then turned
their attention to factors in the college environment which they
felt generated these problems and stresses. Building upon the
work of the other program task forces, they thought it imperative
that a model be developed which would provide mechanisms to identi-
fy both harmful student/environment transactions and processes by
which to design better campus environments. Their final report,
The Eco4y4tem Mode,.: Pe4igning Campus Envixonment4, notes the in-
creasing awareness in higher education of the impact student/envi-
ronment transactions have upon the quality of educational life and
details the task force's model and design process for creating a
better fit between educational environments and students.

I wish to express my appreciation to the task force for their par-
ticipation and contributions to the program. The task force meet-
ings, with their frank and honest exchange of ideas, were a valu-
able learning experience for us all. I would also like to express
my thanks to the program's Staff Associate, Lu Anne Aulepp, who as-
sisted with task force meetings and in the assembling of the final
report. Valuable assistance was given by our Program Secretaries,
Linda Martin, who made task force meeting arrangements, and Carol
Francis, who prepared the manuscript for publication.

James H. Banning, Ph.D., Director
Improving Mental Health Services on Western Campuses
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The Ecosystem Model;

Dezigning Campus EnviAvnment4

The members of our task force believe the campus community can be
viewed as a series of transactions among its various environments
and its members. Each of these transactions has an effect upon
the quality of educational life experienced on the campus.

The campus's physical environment can affect community members:

A Rocky Mountain state univeksity was 6onced to ctose a dining hat
adjacent .to a women's residence tut t. The women Living this
residence hat had to watk 6ve btocks t) anothet hate.

Many o6 the women were concerned because some o6 the anew they had
to watk .through was very dank in the evening. The vice-presdent
bon student a66ablz appointed a group o6 the women 0..0 admnis-
tnative personnel .to take this watk aster dank in order .to ascer-
tain whene additional tighting was needed.

Resat: Lighting was placed in a manna which ketieved the women
oi thein beans and which demonstrated to them the univeksity's
concern bon the-it wet6ane.

The campus's administrative environment can affect community mem-
bers:

An 1S-yeah -otd 6ne4hman woman 6nom the East Coast was adtnitted to
a university in the Paciic Northwest. Her parents were in6onmed
they woad be bitted bon tuition and 6eez. Regstkation was on
September 15; but when the 4tudent attempted .to kegstek, she was
told she could not untie hen tuition and sees were paid. Many o6
the ceases the student wished to take were Limited in enkottment
and on a 6n4t-come, 64t-served bas. The student 6hanticatty
telephoned to in6onm he pakents o6 her dilemma. They had just
kcceived the bite bon tuition and had maited the check mmediately.
The parents in tau phoned the univeksity and were heassuked there
wa4 no phobtem.

Result: Tnconsistencies between administratve area and adminis-
tkative actions can produce unnecessaky student anxiety and need-
test, expense. Had speci6ic in6onmation about registration and
payment o6 tuition been available to the student and he 6amity
even one on two days eaktiek, this episode could have been pre-
vented.

And student members can act upon the campus environment:

The college's entottment has a signi6cant number o6 commuter stu-
dents whoa schedules &equine them to be on campus 6nom ea/ay monn-
ing until late in the evening. Fok the most pant, these students
are without a "home" white they are on campus. One day a student
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asked the heath senvice i6 a bed wane avaUabee so he might nest
4m an ham.. NoAmatty the heaeth senvice beds would be toed °ay
4m sick on .injured students awaetEng tnanspottation home on to a
medicae 6aciti.ty. But it happened that the beds were not being
used much o4 .the time. So the student was given poomesskon to use
one o6 the beds, and even since students have )een using the beds
to get some nest du/zing than heavy schedute days on campus.

Resat: The commuter students' need to have a peace on campus to
netax was met. The heaZth senvice has never been shoat on beds.
4m itt students and has not been inconvenienced by ateowing the
students to use the beds bon a nap.

Administrators and faculty members can act upon the campus environ-
ment:

At a Lange westenn university, the counseling center conducted a
survey among att. women on campus 25 years on olden. The Ambits
Showed that students who were mothens o4 smatt chiednen wizhed to
both continue .thews educations and 6a6i.e.e .thews 4amity nesponsi-

bitities. The university Aequiked alt students except those woAk-
ing pant- on bull -time to canny a butt academic Load. Thus the
student mothens o4 young children were paced with the Limiting at-
teAnativez o6 negeecting 4amiLy nesponsibilities on discontinuing
thein educationae punsuits. The counseling center in4mmed the
vice-chanceeZon and the ants and science dean o6 the survey's ne-
suLts and the problem it neveaeed bon mothers o4 young chitdAen
.haying to compecte the it education.

Result: A new policy o4 individuatized course Loads was estabtished.
Many students bound the moire gexibee paicy enabeed them to resolve
pnoaems oven congic,ting nesponsibilcties and thus 6unction better
in thein student note.

Increasing Intenest in Campus Environment

The effect transactions among campus members and environments have
upon the quality of educational life has increasingly become a mat-
ter of interest in campus studies. In 1968, a committee of the
Academic Senate of the University of California at Berkeley com-
pleted a report evaluating the total educational program.. Among
the many factors the report discussed was the size of the insti-
tutio... This one environmental factor had several significant
effects upon the quality of educational life. A third of the scu-
dents felt their classes were so big that they learned very little
in them. Communication with professors was also inhibited in the
large lecture setting. Institutional size and widely scattered
residences were cited as contributory factors to student feelings
of loneliness and student decisions to transfer or drop out.

To deal with problems of learning and living within our expanding
higher education systems, the report suggests that "Adaptation to
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changing circumstances of our advanced and complex campus communi-
ty can no longer be left to our present overworked standing com-
mittees supplemented by infrequent special reviews. There must
be some facility for both continuing self-study, and continuous
tr4al change. The studies must be sustainEd rather than spasmodic;
the changes must be experimental rather than permanent."1

At Stanford University, committees composed of faculty, adminis-
trators, and students conducted a two-year study of their educa-
tional program. Included in the areas of study were residences,
campus life, and extracurricular activities, because committee
members felt that "the campus environment, especially those as-
pects of it that affect one's'sense of community, has a consider-
able capacity for either increasing or dimirishing the ability of
students to educate themselves."2

The study reports contain many references to environmental fea-
tures and their impact upon students. A lack of privacy and a
quiet place to study in student residences and inadequate facil-
ities for extracurricular activities were noted among the detri-
mental environmental factors. Among the reports' many recommen-
dations, actions were suggested which the university could take
to counteract the scarcity of community resources and Stanford's
relative isolation from urban centers.

After the months of disorder and viole,,ce in Isla Vista (where
many students who attend the University of California at Santa
Barbara live), the Regents of the University of California estab-
lished a commission whose charge was to investigate and recommend
ways to alleviate the causes of unrest. In describing the riattre

of their inquiry, the commission said, "A major part of our in-
vestigation has been an assessment of the composition of the Isla
Vista community and the attitude of Isla Vista residents toward
their environment. An understanding of the 'realities of lire'
as perceived by the student community is essential to dealing with
the problems of students.3 Several transactions between environ-
ment and students that contributed to a dissatisfying quality of
educational life were focused upon. First among these was the
isolated ghetto-like concentration of student apartments in Isla
Vista. The lack of a diversity in ages and life styles among the

1
Education at Berkeley: Report of the Select Committee on Educa-
tion. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press,
1968, p.110.

2
The Study of Education at Stanford: Report to the University,
Vol. VI: The Extracurriculum. Stanford: Stanford University,
1969, p.3.

3Report of the Commission on Isla Vista submitted to President
Charles J. Hitch of the University of California, October 9,
1970. Martin Trow (ed.). p.l.
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majority of community residents served to highlight contrasts be-
tween the ycuth culture and other community members. A lack of
recreational or cultural opportunities within the community was
compounded by irregular and inconvenient public transportation
out of the community.

The commission discussed hob these shortcomings in the physical
environment were intensified by administrative policies. Admin-
istrative efforts to increase campus enrollment, improve the
school's academic stature, and attract more faculty subordinated
concern for the welfare of the surrounding community. The result
produced an increasing captive student housing market and a corre-
sponding growth of an inadequate student living environment with-
in Isla Vista. Relations among students, university, and commu-
nity were placed under conditions of great stress and the environ-
ment became conducive to hostility and conflict.

These three reports are illustrative of widespread efforts to iden-
tify, among other things, environmental conditions which are coun-
terproductive to higher education. In doing so, the reports re-
flect a methodology which has gone beyond individual situations on
campus to the study of campus systems and how these interrelate
with one another to create various environmental conditions in
which students may find themselves. This more comprehensive view
has resulted in reports rich with recommendations for changes or
alterations in campus functioning which would enable the respec-
tive institutions to better meet educational goals.

For decades professionals in human behavior have studied the inter-
actions between humans and their environment. Many have studied,
developed, and evaluated environments on campus. New concepts in
education--cluste colleges, open-space schools--have evolved from
this work. A number of instruments are now available which pro-
vide measures of people's perceptions of their environment and the
environment's influence upon them. And, as these three campus stud-
ies indicate, an approach which would enable schools to design stu-
dent/environment fits to further educational goals would be superior
to one that leaves this vital element in the quality of educational
life to happenstance.

The Devetoping State 06 the Ant

The reports of the other program task forces have discussed in de-
tail some of the grave problems confronting higher education. It

would appear that we nave come to a point in time when events on
campus are no longer susceptible to traditional modes of solution.
The critical need for change in the higher education system and
growing knowledge about the impact environmental conditions have
upon educational life make it imperative that a methodology for
campus design be created. An ecological systems approach that
utilizes the work already done on student / environment transactions
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can provide a point of departure in the creation of such a meth-
odology. While the art is still very much in a developmental
stage, enough is known about student/environment transactions to
begin designing campus environments.

Such a methodology could greatly increase the higher education
system's ability to change and to find new solutions for many of
the problems it is experiencing. In the first place, the ecolog-
ical approach offers a new view of the campus. Heretofore, cam-
pus members have been expected to adjust to or fit the existing
college environment. Whether the environment hindered or facil-
itated learning was thought of as inconsequential. But from an
ecological systems approach, the question of whether the campus
environment is supportive of learning becomes very important.
The environment becomes an important element in obtaining educa-
tional objectives.

In addition, there are a variety of needs associated with the ed-
ucational process--faculty needs, administrative needs, and stu-
dent needs--which must be accommodated if optimal conditions for
learning are to exist. The ecological systems approach can pro-
vide a means to design a variety of environments to meet these
needs. It can allow the institution to move from stultifying ed-
ucational norms toward more individuality and freedom. in the
learning process.

Since our task force's primary concern is how the campus environ-
ment interacts with students and affects the quality of education-
al life they experience, we will focus discussion of the ecological
systems approach upon student/environment fit. The purpose of our
discussion will be to develop and demonstrate the ecological sys-
tems methodology for redesigning selected aspects of the college
environment, utilizing student perceptions of the college environ-
ment as a criterion.

The task force is indebted to Leland Kaiser for his assistance in
the creation of the ecosystem model for campus design. He has done
comprehensive research in the field of environmental design and de-
veloped several models for hEalth and educational application. His
work and ideas have been instrumental for building our model.

11e4ign Phia6ophy OIL the Eeo6otem Model

A college campus should be designed to accommodate a variety of
student life styles. Designing for diversity provides an oppor-
tunity to 6.i eampto envikonment4 .to 6tudentz. Campus design is,
therefore, an attempt to create campus environments that will fos-
ter student growth and development. The attempt is made to reduce
student problems, not through treatment of the student, but through
treatment of the environment which shapes student behavior.

5



Placld in this context, the following assumptions become basic to
the ecosystem model's design philosophy:

1. The campus environment consists of all the stimuli that im-
pinge upon the students' sensory modalities and includes physical,
chemical, biological, and social stimuli.

2. A transactional relationship exists between college students
and their campus environment, i.e., the students shape the environ-
ment and are shaped by it.

3. For purposes of environmental design, the shaping properties
of the campus environment are focused upon; however, the students
are still viewed as active, choice-making agents who may resist,
transform, or nullify environmental influences.

4. Every student possesses capacity for a wide spectrum of possi-
ble behaviors. A given campus environment may facilitate or in-
hibit any one or more of these behaviors. The campus should be
intentionally designed to offer opportunities, incentives, and re-
inforcements for growth and development.

5. Students will attempt to cope with any educational environment
in which they are placed. If the environment is not compatible
with the students, the students may react negatively or fail to
develop desirable qualities.

6. Because of the wide range of individual differences among stu-
dents, fitting the campus environment to the students requires the
creation of a variety of campus subenvironments. There must be an
attempt to design for the wide range of individual characteristics
found among students.

7. Every campus has a design, even if the administration, faculty,
and students have net planned it or are not consciously aware of it.
A design technology for campus environments, therefore, is useful
both for the analysis of existing campus environments and the de-
sign of new ones.

8. Successful campus design is dependent upon participation of
all campus members including students, faculty, staff, administra-
tion, and trustees or regents.

In order to make campus design a reality, the ecosystem model iden-
tifies environmental shaping properties, those things in the envi-
ronment that either help or hinder student growth, help or hinder
a school in attaining its objectives. This information is used to
design out dysfunctional features in the environment or design in
environmental features which improve the quality of educational
life.

6



The Eumyatem Dezign PAOCE.64

There are seven basic steps in the ecosystem design process.
These steps apply to the process whether the environmental de-
sign is intended for the entire campus community, groups within
the campus community, or individuals on campus.

Step 1. Designers, in conjunction with community members, select
educational values.

Step 2. Values are then translated into specific goals.

Step 3. Environments are designed which contain mechanisms to
reach the stated goals.

Step 4. Environments are fitted to students.

Step 5. Student perceptions of the environments are measured.

Step 6. Student behavior resulting from environmental perceptions
is monitored.

Step 7. Data on the environmental design's successes and failures,
as indicated by student perceptions and behavior, is fed
back to the designers in order that they may continue to
learn about student/environment fit an,' design better
environments.

As the diagram of the design process indicates, the design steps
are interdependent. Design work may begin with any one of them.

Select

educational
values

+.

I

FIGURE Design Process

2 3 4 5 6 7

Translate Design Fit Measure Monitor Feedback

values into environments environments student 4+ student data on
goals to reach goals to students Perceptions behavior the design

If one were building a new school, the process of campus design
would start with the selection of educational values and follow
on through the sequence of steps. However, the usual situation
is that the school is in place, its values and goals published in
the school catalogue, and its programs and policies embedded in
its systems' functions. Very often students and school will hold
the same values and espouse similar goals, but the environments
in which these operate will have become so inadequate that campus
members will no longer see the campus environments as supporting
these common values and goals. The issue becomes one of mapping
those aspects of the environment which make campus members feel
that the school's values and goals are different from or in con-
flict with their personal values and goals.

In other instances, the school's values and goals will indeed be
different from those held by students. The school may want to
change its environment to fit students by establishing new values
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and goals or by diversifying values and goals. Or the school may
want to fit students to its environment by changing the school's
admission policies.

In these more usual campus situations, the design process uld
tend to be used first as a means to eliminate undesirable envi-
ronmental stimulations. The designers would likely begin the pro-
cess at Step 5, measuring student perceptions of the environments,
and then work back and forth among the other process steps as they
match environments with students and values with goals. For exam-
ple, the designers can use various instruments that have been de-
veloped to measure student perceptions of school. Results from
these tests will indicate those areas in students' lives which are
unsatisfactory or distressing. The designers can then refine this
information thrnugh student interviews to map out specific features
in the environment (environmental referents) which cause students
to be distressed or dissatisfied. The designers will also want to
study what kind of student behavior the environment in question
produces. Having determined the environmental causes of distress
and resultant student behaviors, the designers will next discuss
these findings with appropriate campus members.

Several things may be learned as a result of these conversations.
It may be that the environmental irritation results from existing
programs or policies that are vehicles for achieving different
goals from those held by the students. The designers and appro-
priate campus personnel must determine whether or not the school
should shift its values or diversify its values to be more support-
ive of student values; then the designers may engage in planning
new programs and policies to implement goals which flow from the
new values. If the decision is to retain the original values, the
designers may engage in planning various methods to recruit stu-
dents holding similar values.

Or the designers may learn from their conversations that the values
and goals of students and school are much the same, but that envi-
ronmental irritation results from programs and policies which no
longer serve these values and goals, and which may in fact be
blocking their achievement. Then the designers will work on devel-
oping new programs and policies that will create environments with
better means for achieving the values and goals.

Successful campus design, wherever the process is begun, for what-
ever reason, will depend upon now well the designers can:

Achieve consensus among the various campus constitu-
encies on educational goals.

Translate environmental goals into campus structure.

Fit structures to campus members.

8



Determine how the campus environment is viewed by
students.

Relate student environmental perceptions to specific
environmental referents, i.e., policies, curriculum,
faculty-student relations, programs, services, etc.

Measure resulting student/environment transactions
and relate this information back to original goals.

There are many instruments and techniques already available for
the designer to use in implementing he ecosystem design process.
As designers work with these techniques and instruments, they
will be able to determine which of them can best be adapted to
the design process and what new tools are needed. Undoubtedly,
as designers become more proficient in the use 9f the process,
they will develop new tools.

The design process can be implemented at different levels, which
we label I, II, and III. In the ecosystem model, Level I is con-
cerned with designing environments that will serve large numbers
of students. In mapping out student/environment matches and mis-
matches, the process uses population assessment instruments4 to
determ4 ie students' perceptions of the campus environments. Among

other tools and techniques the designers can use are data acquired
by various campus offices and data from other testing programs and
surveys conducted on campus. In addition to collecting general-
ized data, the designers will want to conduct personal interviews
to ascertain specific environmental referents causing certain per-
ceptions.

Level II of the ecosystem model is concerned with designing environ-
ments for specific groups on campus. Thus, the designers use such
group assessment instruments as group auditing, the Delphi tech-
nique, and study of group processes to determine the congruities
and incongruities groups are experiencing with their environments.
Of course, results from population assessment instruments also
identify broad categories or groups of students experiencing neg-
ative reactions to the environment, and designers find data collect-
ed in this manner useful as well.

Level III of the ecosystem model is concerned with the individual
and campus environments. The designers will use such individual

4
Instruments which lend themselves to use in the ecosystem design
process are: Activities Index, College Characteristics Index, The
Environmental Assessment Technique, Inventory of College Activi-
ties, Transactional Analysis of Personality and Environment, In-
stitutional Functioning Inventory, and Institutional Goals Inven-
tory.

9



assessment techniques a. the Student Profile of Environmental
Transactions (see appendix) to assist them in determining the stu-
dent's environmental preferences and general student/environment
fit. The designers will also need to assess the student's life
space against a profile of the student's tolerance to different
types of environments to determine environmental needs and better
student/environment fits.

The design process can be utilized by any concerned person on cam-
pus. Campus-wide design (Level I) would most likely be handled
best by a centralized facility, a design center. At Level II,
any unit of the school, such as academic departments, residence
halls, or student centers, might carry out the design process.
At Level III, it would be in order for various student services,
such as the counseling center, mental health service, or academic
advising unit, to use the design process.

Levels II and III particularly lent themselves to designing envi-
ronments with only a modest expenditure of monies and manpower.
Even at Level I, some elementary designing of campus community
environments can be done with a minimum or extra manpower and
cost.

As the benefits of intentionally designed campus environments be-
come recognized and as greater knowledge is acquired about how en-
vironments on campus interact to have a cumulative effect upon the
quality of educational life, we believe a commitment to campus-
wide designing will be viewed as necessary. And so a number of
skills from many disciplines and sources will be needed, and the
coordination of environmental designing will become critical.

A Duign CenteA

A separate design center on campus would best accommodate campus
environmental design needs. Such a center can accommodate the
type of multidisciplinary and community representative staff need-
ed to operate the ecosystem model and develop the authority neces-
sary to cut across the real or imagined boundary lines extant on
campus. It can take responsibility for institutional/environmental
studies, coordinate individual efforts for maximum effectiveness,
acid provide a centralized place where all study results can be com-
pared and stored. In many instances, separate findings may be
grouped together to give a more comprehensive picture of patterns
and trends which originate from or are reinforced by several cam-
pus sources. This type of information is essential for designing
environments which will have broad impact. A center can also gen-
erate the skills and manpower necessary to act upon information in
a coordinated manner. It is in the best position to command the
resources needed to attract various types of campus or community
expertise to conduct studies and research and to create campus de-
signs. Campuses with offices that have research capabilities have

10



a head start toward the development of such a design center.

The ecosystem model uses the concepts of centralized data gather-
ing and campus design center in several ways. The center is ad-
visory to the administration in that it constantly monitors cam-
pus conditions and can suc'qest new approaches and designs. The
center is advisory to the :ampus community, its agencies and peo-
ple, in that it can provide various types of consultative services.
Each part of the university--students, staff, faculty, administra-
tion, and so forth--have 'input into the running of the center
through some form of representation.

Just as the design process at the three design levels uses dif-
ferent tools and techniques, different personnel as key designers,
and different strategies and aims focused on different targets, a
design center wculd also operate in different ways at the three
design levels.

Levee 1: Canpuz Community--Macnodmign

At this level, the design center initiates activity. The deci-
sion to act may have been prompted in a number of ways. Faculty,
students, or administrators may have identified a problem. Data

gathered and studied at the center may have indicated a problem.
Campus events may have signaled conditions in need of investiga-
tion. Or the case might be simply that the time has come to eval-
uate what is happening am whether the campus is functioning as
well as it thinks it is or as well as it wants to function.

As the center begins its work, it will use such tools as popula-
tion assessment instruments, retrieval of selected information
from institutional data tapes, and surveys to determine campus
environmental priorities and perceptions of campus environment.
The center, through an array Tf discipline expertise and perspec-
tives represented on its staff--e.g., sociologists, human behav-
ioralists, environmental planners, architects, and specialists in
system analysis--will interpret the data collected and suggest de-
signs for environmental alterations or designs for new environments
where appropriate. Since the mucrodesign must work with environ-
mental factors that have influence over great numbers of students,
the design must deal with campus; units that have far-reaching en-
vironmental effects. Therefore, the school's major components- -
administration, student body, trustees, curriculum, policies, etc.- -
are the targets for macrodesigns. Strategies will vary depending
upon the design's aim.

kt one the centen14 advizony ummittee meetinv, 6tudent4' and
negento' nepnezentativez voice concenn oven the zchoot14 intettec-
tuae ctimate. The center beginz to ztudy the izzue. It uses the
CotZege and Univeiusity EnviAonment .Sca2e4 to azzez6 ztudent and
tiacutty penception4. The cottege't zcone (norm) on the CUES
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zchotamhip zcate slows that both gvtoup4 perceive the zchoot as
nonacademic and tint e invotved in the a66a,Az o6 the mind. Foe-

tow-up i'tekview /caveat, among otheA. thing's, that the 6acutty
beet titete zchotaztic zt4:mutation in theik enviAonment aid stu-
dents 6ee2 some o6 the cut/Licata o66e.n tittle zchotaztic chattenge.
The canto's ztAategy Ls to 0Aganize a -task 60/cce 06 membeAz 06 the
6acutty, student body, adminiztkation and icegentz to cbzign en-
vinonmentat changes they can imptemen:t which witt impu.:e the in-
tettectuat ctimate o6 the zchoo.e. The .task 6oicce's ztAategy to

initiate 'save/tut picogicamz, inctuding cunAicutum iceview and upvcad-
ing, inoteazed tibkany cottection, an honor to/cog/cam, and a .lecture

zeniez 6on vizi-Vng zchotano. Two yearn ZateA., evayone at the
zchool perceives it as o66e)t-i.ng an intettectuat atmooheke, and
the image 06 zchotaitzhip emekging.

Levet 11: Gicoups on Campuz--MicAodezign

At this level, the design center may initiate activity, or a group
on campus may seek its help. It may be that in the course of
watching the ebb and flow of campus conditions, the design center
becomes aware of student groups that find their environment at
variance with their values or goals. The center can approach
these groups with an offer to assist them in developing programs
or policies that will be more compatible with their aims. Or stu-

dent groups can ask the center to help them with problems they are
having a hard time overcoming. Because environmental design will
be specific to group needs, the center's activities will be both
narrower in scope and decentralized, moving out to those areas on
campus that are most significant to the group.

In working with groups, the center may again use various popula-
tion assessment instruments, but it can also employ assessment
methods such as auditing group process and dynamics to determine
environmental perceptions, priorities, and needs. There will be
a corresponding shift in the type of people the center will draw
upon for designing new or altered environments. The group's nat-
ural leaders and/or elected representatives are essential in the
design process. Where they exist, the school's ombudsmen may be
needed. Professionals who have expertise in community change,
either from the center's staff or recruited from elsewhere, will
also become involved in the process.

The range of groups with which the center may become involved is
limited only by the type and number of groups existing on campus.
Some of the groups will have their origin in ethnicity, living
place, political allegiance, or other special interests. Other
groupings could be underachieving students or students who are
experiencing career choice problems.

The designs which can emerge for groups can be infinite. In gen-

eral, designs will aim to increase the group's psychosocial com-
petence and locate or create compatible campus environments that
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will accommodate the group's values and goals.

A gicowing numbet o6 studentz 6eet the zchoot .ice not intutezted in
the ptight o6 a ghetto community neat the campus. As .this 6eeting
spteadz among the students, membeAz o6 the cervices design sta66
teseatch the attay o6 campus plcogicaw and note a tack 06 any com-
munity plcojectz. The centex antangez a meeting between the group's
teadeAz and administtative spokesmen. At the meeting the decizion
.is made to initiate some phogham6, and the center, zta66 acts as a
btoket between community teadeAz and studentz to match up community
needs with student intetestz. 8e6ote tong, students ate pattici-
pating in sevetat community plcogicam4. There L a gicowing awaneness
on campus o6 the community's concetns and the 6eeting that .the
zchoot, tit/tough .its community ptojectz, -ins having.

Levet. HI: Individuatz on Campus--Li6e Space Design

At this level, the center can act in a number of capacities. It

may help other campus agencies apply the mode] to evaluate and de-
sign environments for the individuals they serve. It mcly conduct

research for these campus agencies. It may act as a broker of en-
vironments, helping agencies locate existing environments that will
serve individual needs. A center, by virtue of its own functions,
will have accumulated a great deal of information so that campus
agencies will find it a convenient resource and consulta c.

The people directly concerned with the individual life space de-
sign process will usually be staff members of a student service.
In the course of working with students, the counselors, psycholo-
gists, psychiatrists, or social workers will be able to identify
aspects of the student's environment which are causing problems.
This may result as a natu.al outcome of conversations with the
student or from various test results which give a profile of the
student's environmental transactions.

In order to match the student tv environments with less abrasions
or with more features to help the student's growth and development,
the staff person can call upon the design center for an inventory
of environments on campus which contain the features deemed nec-
essary. It may be that another dorm wand be more compatible for
the student or that some groups exist that would be beneficial for
the student to join. In this instance the design center functions
as consultant and a broker of environments.

A 6emate student takes an ovadoze o6 steeping pittz. Ate men-
gency treatment, she becomes a ctient at the mentat heath ctinic.
In the course o6 working with het, het counzetolc 6indz an appto-
ptiate time to have he 6itt out a Student Pto6ite o6 Envitonmentat
TAanzaction4. The counsetot 6ottows up some o6 the test anzwenz in
a subsequent intetview. Anatysiz o6 the student's pto6ite teveatz
she has bound dew oppottunities 60A set6-expaersion on campus, hew
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o6 hen behavionz cute paying o66, she i s invotve in dew activities,

.
and has dew 6niendz.

The counzeton and student dizcuzz hen pnezent envikownenta zhont-
comingz and they decide it might be benediciat .to neztnuctute pant
o6 hen campus envinonment. As a nezutt o6 .this decision, the coun-
zeton ca& the design center don an .inventory o6 campus /odd -cam-
pus envinonmentz wh-Lch woad encounage the student .to expnezz hen-
zed, gain competence, occupy 6nee time, and develop 6niendzhipz.
The counzeton pnovidez the center with a Lizt od home od the s'tu-
dent's inteneztz, .including hen love don children.

A centen htadd member dnaum up a t4mt od pozzibte envinonment4,
and meets with the counzeton and student .to taa. about the envi-
nonmentz and what they have .to odder. They att. decide she woad
dind wonking in a community day cane center vcqy exciting. An-

nangementz are made don hen .to do votunteen wonk at the center.

An evatuation home months &ten shows the student deets hen en-
vinonment givez hen oppontunity .to express henze26, that she Utz
gained ztatuz, that hen 6nee time 6nom study .ins occupied, a4.71 that
she hah developed 6niendz among the center zta66 and ()then student
votunteenz.

CcAny the Pnocezz Funthen

As the examples illustrate, campus environments can be designed
for many purposes. Designing out undesirable environmental fea-
tures or designing in new features to plug environmental loop-
holes is necessary, of course, but the design of campus environ-
ments can also be carried even further with much greater benefits.
Environments can be designed to compensate, for deficits within in-
dividuals, groups, or community. The ultimate aim can be to bring
the individual, group, or community up to a level at which the def-
icit is no longer a deterrent to optimal functioning.

Other environments can be designed which will enhance individuals,
groups, or communities and enable then to more fully realize their
objectives. environments may also be designed that expose individ-
uals, groups, or communities to new stimuli, which enable them to
develop potentials they might not otherwise have been aware of.

Using the Design Phitohophy and Process on Voun. Campus

For existing campus units or a college or student service adminis-
trator or faculty member interested in creating environments that
will enrich the quality of educational life, we recommend that a
first step be a commitment to collect and study data from the many
sources on campus. The second step is to apply this knowledge in
a manner that will improve environmental conditions.
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Most campuses have a wealth of readily available information. All

too often, these data have been collected for purely descriptive
reasons. Or the data have been applied to only one problem when
they might be useful in designing whole campus environments. If

the data scattered among the many campus offices were pulled to-
gether and studied for their meaning in relation to the ongoing
processes of the school, an important step could be taken toward
understanding the student's interaction with the school's environ-
ments.

For one simple example, the academic calendar may well provide a
valuable predictor of stressful stimuli when studied in relation
to the student flow at counseling centers, health services, men-
tal health facilities, and student personnel offices. Periods of
high stress can be identified. ;t is then possible to make
changes that will eliminate or decrease the stress, to design pre-
ventive measures, or to develop programs that will assist students
to cope during the stressful periods.

The typical college admission application is a storehouse of demo-
graphic information. Both major national college admission test-
ing programs, ACT and CEEB, have a student profile section as well
as psychometric measures of ability. Many campuses test incoming
students on a variety of personality measures. Results from these
sources can be used to study the composition of incoming students
and to identify their needs. The needs can in turn be studied in
light of the school's environments to determine if any changes are
needed to better serve those needs.

Registrars' files bulge with data concerning academic achievement,
attrition rates, changes in academic majors, grade patterns, etc.
Counseling and student personnel centers often have statistics
from research on academic vocational interests. Some schools have
an office of institutional research which can provide information
on faculty and staff composition as well as results of surveys
conducted on special issues. If these types of data were collect-
ed from their separate ree)sitories, they could prove helpful in
determining the academic settings and factors which inhibit or en-
hance student learning.

Within various deans' offices there will be found information on
policies and procedures. These have direct bearing upon the type
of environment students will encounter. Across campus or down
the hall, student services such as counseling, health, financial
aid, and reading and study skills are able, trough their student
contacts, to identify those policies and procedures which are pro-
ductive or nonproductive in facilitating student growth. Yet the
information used in the formation of policy is seldom compared
with the information developed about the consequences of policy,
except in times of crisis. Greatcr progress could be made in de-
signing campus conditions conduciv: to learning if these two
streams of information were brought together and studied.
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Certainly there are confidential data in each campus office, and
confidentiality must not be violated. But many times these data
can have their uses in studying student/environment fit. The con-

fidential nature of the data need not be divulged to extrapolate
its meaning in terms of the environmental properties of a problem.

A counseting centet became awake o6 an ingux o6 students pAesent-
ing 6eetings 06 izotation, tack 06 sociat contacts, and 6eaA o6
physicat assautt. These students Aeceived individuat hetp, but
the in6oAmation gatheted in the pAocess pointed to envikonmentat
6actoAs that exacetbated theiA pAobtems. They att. .Jived in a

tAaitet paAk pAovided by the cattege. The counseting centet sta66
Looked at conditions in tLe tAaitet paAk and teaAned that it was
izotated 6Aom the centet o6 campus and had no AecAeationat on. 40-
cae 6acitities. A check with cwnpus secuAity Aeveated that the
paAk had Aecentty been victimized by petty Aobbekies.

In -this situation, the counsetinn centet had done the mapping nec-
essaAy .to deteAmine that student/enviAonment 6-it at the tAaitet
paAk was poon.. NeutAat data has been assembted. Neithet the stu-
dents' peAsonat identities au& titeiA speci6ic pAobtems had .to be
compAomi6ed in .how.Lng that a numbet o6 students who Lived at the
tAaitet paAk had sought hetp 6Aom the counseting centet. The
physicat pAopeAties o6 the tAaitet paAk had beenidenti6ied to-
gethet with 6t4,t&stich on Aobbekim at the paAk. Now the counset-
ing centek can appAise appAopAiate campus units 06 the pooh stu-
dent/enviAonment 6it at the tAaitet paAk and the way witt be open-
ed .to Aemedy some o6 the 6actoAs aggAavating student pAobtems.

/mptications 06 the Eupsystem Modet 604
Mentat Health SeAvice4 and Counzeting CenteAs

Adoption of the ecosystem model by no means eliminates present men-

tal health activities. It does reqJire relating student distress
to environmental factors and transmission of information about stu-
dent/environment fit to decision making and policy making units on
campus, or to a design center, if one exists. To use the ecosystem
model and become involved in campus design, mental health activities
will need to enlarge their perspectives.

To address campus problems, services will need personnel with a non-
traditional approach to mental health, who are willing to experi-
ment with new preventive and therapeutic techniques, interested in
investigating cause-and-effect relationships, and able to communi-
cate effectively with people of diverse disciplines and backgrounds.
The ecosystem model expects mental health personnel to work with
community members in designing preventive and developmental inter-
ventions, rather than expending all their energies on treatment.
It expects mental health personnel to meet with students and other
campus members in a variety of settings on and off campus, rather
than always in the consulting room. To further illustrate the
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type of changes required of mental health activities, the follow-
ing table summarizes a few comparisons between traditional and
ecosystom mental health models.

Traditional

1. Follows medical mode].
Student is defined as ill and
treated.

2. Primarily concerned with
aiding student to cope with en-
vironment or transition to an-
other environment.

3. System is generally passive.
Action initiated only after
someone outside the mental
health facility, i.e., the pa-
tient (student), or the person
making a referral makes a prob-
lem known.

4. Requires a problem to devel-
op and become symptomatic before
any action can be initiated, of-
ten after it is too late to sal-
vage the educational experience.
Is relatively less concerned
with prevention than with treat-
ment.

5. Tends to be isolated from
the rest of the institution.
Limited efforts to inform stu-
dents of resources available.
Limited participation with other
elements of institution in shar-
ing information. Limited par-
ticipation in decision making.

6. Reaches a limited proportion
of the population (primarily
students who define themselves,
or are defined, as needing
help).

Ecosystem

]. Considers not only charac-
teristics of student, but also
characteristics of environment
and transactional relationship
between student and environment.
Environment can be :efined as
ill and treated.

2. Concerned not only with aid-
ing student to cope with envi-
ronment, but also with modifying
environment to encourage student
development.

3. System is active. It at-
tempts to identify student and
institution characteristics and
works on designing appropriate
student/environment fit.

4. Attempts to anticipate prob-
lems and initiate remedial ac-
tion before the situation is
beyond salvage. Is relatively
more concerned with prevention
than with treatment.
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5. Encourages active partici-
pation with rest of institution
through gathering and dissemi-
nating information and becom-
ing involved in decision making
process.

6. Has potential to influence
a larger percentage of the pop-
ulation (unnecessary for students
to be defined as patients or
clients).



The role of counseling centers is also expanded by th, ecosystem
model. Their relationship with both administrative and academic
units is much closer, and they assume a double function as a
learning system within higher education.

The design of educational environments requires the knowledge
counseling centers gain through their research activities and stu-
dent contacts about the effects campus programs and policies, liv-
ing and classroom conditions, have upon students. In the ecosystem
model, counseling centers must tr ?nsmit this information to appro-
priate policy and decision makers, or to o design renter. This
can be accomplished by having counseling center staff participate
on administrative and academic committees, or in a design center.
Whatever means are developed, the important factor in the eco-
system model is that counseling centers engage in the necessary
function of educating the higher education system about its vari-
ous impacts upon the educational environment and students.

Within a counseling center's more traditional activities--evalua-
tion and vocational/educational guidance--the ecosystem model re-
quires that these functions be related to campus environments and
their impact on student learning. By -Liking this more comprehen-
sive view, counseling center staff can create educational environ-
ments and programs or help other parts of the school set up educa-
tional environments and programs as the students. educational needs
change. Thus the counseling center is active in the students' ed-
ucation and instrumental in the provision of educational experi-
ences which go beyond usual academic formats and are tailored to
specific student needs. In the ecosystem model the expertise rep-
resented on counseling centers staffs is used to design education-
al environments which can compensate for student deficits, facil-
itate student growth, or develop latent student potentials.

Summany

The ecosystem model is based upon the transactional view of stu-
dents and their environments. It assumes that environment has a
shaping effect upon people and that people have a shaping effect
upon the environment. Different people will respond or function
differently in different types of environments. The hope is to
design and fit environments to people so they can achieve their
greatest potential.

Today's higher education system fosters environments which do
gross disservice to the people living in them. We believe this
has happened as a result of environments being left to evolve on
campus without study or evaluation of their interactions and sub-
sequent effects upon learning and educational goals. We think
higher education and its students would be better served if envi-
ronments were designed with educational objectives in mind. The
challenoe is to be able to map out specific features in these en-
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vironments which cause harmful student/environment transactions
and determine the educational values underlying these features in
an effort to design better environments which will serve both in-
stitutional values and student learning.

To accomplish its goal, the ecosystem model uses an interdisci-
plinary approach for the make-up of its design personnel and de-
sign process. It requires input, accessibility, and collaboration
from all elements of the university. (t requires clarity of ed-
ucational values and objectives. It reciires a consistent moni-
toring of values and objectives and of ;:auses and effects in stu-
dent/environment transactions.

The concept of an ecosystem design center establishes areas of
competence, responsibility, and accountability, and eliminates
duplication of effort. The design center concept is also a vehi-
cle for frequent exchange Pi' ideas and information and frequent
appraisal of campus values and goals.

Using the ecosystem approach to design campus environments will,
in most instances, generate considerable initial turmoil, because
cherished and protected activities, policies, and practices will
come under review and reevaluation. Those policies or practices
which fail to supdort defined values and objectives will be chang-
ed or discontinued. Values no longer viable will be dropped.

This process could make many campus members anxious and defensive.
Care and no doubt considerable time will be needed for educating
campus members about the model, its philosophy and implementation.
Certainly emphasis needs to be placed upon the fact that the eco-
system model not only requires that design values be explicit,
but also requires every element of the campus to be represented
in determining what these values will be. Furthermore, the pro-
cess calls for continuous feedback to evaluate designs and uses
all types of assessment tools to determine student/environment
fit--which will also feed back information on the effects of de-
signed environments once they are in place. Thus campus members
can be reassured that they will have input into the design's con-
ception and a voice in the design's evaluation.

As campus members become familiar with the ecosystem design pro-
cess, we believe they will regard it as a valuable means for
building a better quality of educational life, enabling them to
create environments which will maximize their growth and develop-
ment.
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APPENDIX

STUDENT PROFILE OF ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSACTIONS

Leland Kaiser

1. What opportunities for self-expression do you use on this
campus?

2. Which behaviors of yours are paying off? What rewards or
satisfactions are you receiving?

3. How do you spend your time outside class? What is the usual
frequency and duration of each activity?

4. What incentives do you feel here for continued self-develop-
ment?

5. Where on the campus do you feel needed or important?

6. What accomplishments have you felt during the last semester?

7. How many students would you call "friend?"

8. Who is your role model on campus? Who is your hero or
heroine?

9. What threats (physical, psychological, social) affect you
here?

10. What are your life goals and how are these being implemented
at this college?

11. What skills and abilities have you developed here?

12. Are you in some way helping other individuals? How many?

13. Are you involved in a love relationship?

14. What do you do for variety or change of pace?

15. To what extent is your life ordered?

16. In what groups are you active on campus?

17. In what kind of community activities are you active?

18. Do you need emotional support or reassurance? How do you
receive it?
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19. In what areas do you feel you are lacking? In what way
would you change yourself?

20. Are you free to change? What parts of dour campus life are
not under your control?

21. What things would really stimulate you on this campus?

22. Who depends on you?

23. What do you dislike most about this college?

24. What things have you wanted to do but couldn't? Why?

1532700000045300:

4M:173:GD:JP:3H34
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